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Abstract 

The prospect of global server industry development trend: The status quo and 

the advantages of Taiwan ODM electronic manufacturing  

By 

Yang, Shih-Hsien 

The next generation technology evolution will focus on the computer artificial intelligence and 

assistant related applications, which is expected to change people’s lives significantly in the 

near future. Those data analysis and model training for the core technologies, and the services 

that provided to end customers, run on cloud platform based data center. Therefore, the demands 

on the data center computing resource are getting higher, which drives the cloud system 

providers to build more next generation data centers. Thus, the demands on the server 

equipment raises accordingly. Although there is no well-known server brand from Taiwan, the 

majority of server shipment world widely are actually manufacturing by Taiwan OMDs. Given 

the strong growth potential in server industry, now is indeed a good opportunity for those 

manufacturing-oriented companies in Taiwan to gain more market share, hone the fundamental 

design capability, and eventually extend or transform the core business to the higher value 

service. 

Keywords: Server, Data Center, Edge computing, ODM Direct, EMS 
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1. Introduction 

The technology industry in Taiwan plays a critical role to the global information technology 

development progress for decades. There are hundreds of outstanding companies that focus on the areas 

which are important to the computer system manufacturing, such as raw materials of electronics devices, 

passive and active component manufacturing, chip packaging and testing, sub-module design for the 

computer system, computational device system design and integration for manufacturing service. [1][2] 

The worldwide competitiveness of the technological infrastructure in Taiwan, the scientific 

infrastructure and the innovation energy are very strong until today. [3]  

 

However, for the consumer product industry, the EMS (Electronics manufacturing services) and module 

level design like display or memory, where the entry barriers are getting lower and less complex as 

technology evolves, are facing more challenges. To maintain the leading position from the global 

competition, the companies have kept investing the resource on developing the advanced technology in 

the direction meets the future trends, and also do the best to ensure the products can be sold with a 

volume that can meet the economic scale then make profit. The uncertainty of the investment risk is 

high. Another potential worry regarding the status quo of the Taiwan technology industry is, for a long 

time, many companies are too focused on hardware related areas, which somehow compress the resource 

of software platform development. Without sophisticated experience in the software architecture and 

platform planning, it's difficult for a company in Taiwan to provide a leading service to the end 

customers. Fortunately, for those new platforms and concepts in the global IT industry, most of the 

leading companies are based in the US, where they also face the difficulty in building a large hardware 

engineering team in the head quarter because of talent competition with other companies and the high 

engineering compensation cost. Therefore, many of them considered opening subsidiary offices or 
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development centers in the area where they provide enough talents in engineering. Taiwan, of course, is 

a perfect location to better leverage the advantage of talent pools and the efficient in operation. 

 

Looking into the technology market, the development trend of the new products and new technologies 

focused on how to better enable the services that can instantly link to the Internet, and allow end users 

to access the information or media that is useful or meaningful to them. The backend services to achieve 

the goals are the fundamentals of computer artificial intelligence, cloud computing and services, big 

data and data mining etc. Those applications and data processing highly relies on the computing power 

and resources that servers provide. With the significant increase of online services and the access time 

from end users in the past decade and the forecast toward the future, the request of extending the 

infrastructure to fulfill the application demand will keep growing in the upcoming future. Figure 1. 

Shows a continuous growth trend in the past and the future regarding the compound annual growth rate. 

 

Figure 1: The cloud managed services market projection [4] 

The infrastructure of cloud services applied to many use cases. One of the major applications is related 

to the Internet of things (IoT), which describes every key device or sensor that is installed in a certain 

environment, like our homes, can be connected to the Internet for the data communication and control 
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of the systems. The application can be extended to smart home, transportation, health monitoring and 

industrial purpose etc. Figure 2. shows how the IoT connects to the Internet, sending the data to cloud 

systems for data processing. To serve a ton of front-end devices, and process the data that is required 

instantly, we need the high performance computing elements, such as server/workstation, storage 

element, network switch, IoT gateway etc. The reliable system stability with high computing 

performance is the major consideration for the companies who purchase the equipment. To achieve this 

goal, the system providers usually hire a group of engineering teams to carry on the system design and 

its product full validation. The normal development phase for a new product with architecture update 

lasts for 1 to 1.5 years starting from the initial product planning phase to the mass production product 

phase. Sometimes it can be longer depending on the complexity. The production operation is another 

challenge for the system provider because of the long product life, which is usually above 5 to 7 years. 

This means the company needs to build up a robust supply chain management system to ensure the 

product production is sustainable. After the product is ready to sell and ship, the infrastructure 

deployment and the after-sales service are important to the customer to ensure the new equipment is 

compatible with the existing IT environment. The works include hardware/software installation, 

environment configuration, optimization and testing. It can involve many details; therefore, traditionally 

many buyers, who don’t have a full functional IT team, just contact system integration agents to fulfill 

their demands and services.  
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4 

 

Figure 2: IoT application and cloud network architecture [5] 

 

The focus of this thesis would mainly address the status quo of the general IT/Server industry in Taiwan, 

which covered the general challenges and dilemmas to Taiwan ODM companies, like Inventec, Quanta, 

Wistron, Compal, Foxconn etc. Starting from the detailed SWOT, industry ecosystem, value chain 

analysis, and based on the foreseeable large investment in the data center infrastructure, then considering 

the global politics and global events that could affect the upcoming supplies and demands in the global 

IT industry, here I summarized the opportunities and directions to the IT companies in Taiwan as the 

conclusion of the thesis. 
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2. Revolution of Server Industry 

Let’s briefly talk about how the server technology evolved in the different stages in the computer era. 

This can help readers understand the complexity and the necessity of the servers, and how it can be 

much important toward our future. 

 

2.1. Server architecture evolution 

Starting from the 1980s, there was the idea of connecting a group of local computers together through 

either series / parallel port or Ethernet to share the data in the local area. IBM also announced the concept 

of a mail server that could send the mail to a group of people. Those basic IT services have been deployed 

in some banks, financial organizations, manufacturing etc. It also can be considered as the original / 

traditional data center. 

 

 

Figure 3: The server architectural evolution [6] 
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2.1.1. Dedicated Server 

Later on, in the 1990s, the concept of world wide web service became popular, which also boosted the 

evolution of the IT industry in the past three decades. Originally, the individual task was handled by a 

dedicated server, and those servers were able to link through the Ethernet / Internet, which also means 

the servers can be deployed in local, or different areas. In order to keep the data secured and reliable, 

there is a technique, Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID), with different data algorithms to 

lower the risk of data loss due to the limited operating life of hardware devices. The major drawback of 

this architecture is the poor resource utilization. One server can only serve limited tasks even if there 

are extra computational resources. Hence, it is costly to setup and maintain the server for specific IT 

requirements. 

2.1.2. Virtualization 

To solve the problems that one server can only use for one application service, the idea of machine 

virtualization has been brought up. The virtual environment enabled the possibility for better resource 

utilization. One server can handle multiple SW environments and is able to do more tasks under different 

software environment settings. This virtual machine splits the system resource into different sub-system, 

and potentially saves the expense on IT equipment by 30% or more. This allowed more companies or 

organizations to deploy the servers and upgrade the IT services in a less complex way. 

2.1.3. Containerization 

The imperfect part of virtualization is the duplicated Software Operating System (SW OS) environment 

while enabling multiple virtualization segments. Each virtual environment has to be installed in the 

isolated storage partition. Therefore, the containerization platform is the approach to eliminate a part of 

partial resource duplication on SW OS, and allow to share the data and applications among the different 

environments. By doing so, the resource and computation efficiency can be further improved 

significantly, which also increases the flexibility of IT service deployment. 
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2.1.4. Cloud Application  

The concept of cloud service is to move the data and the high computing tasks from local devices to a 

cluster of on-line servers, so that the users can access the service/data through Internet or Intranet 

remotely. Unlike the server architecture discussed above, which is considered as an in-house data center, 

the service can be provided by the outside third party to maintain the physical servers that are deployed 

somewhere. Figure 4. and Table 1. provide more details in the comparison of traditional data centers 

and cloud based data centers. The computational loads and dependency of data application to the cloud 

services can be configured into different levels based on the computational complexity. In the extreme 

case, the client device that links to the cloud access point can be an entry level laptop, tablet or mobile 

phone with limited hardware resources. However, the tasks completed through the device can be very 

complex because of the powerful performance from the cloud system. Because of the application 

concept, it pushed the demands and the evolutions of the data center. 

 

Figure 4: The architecture of Traditional Data Center vs. Cloud Data Center [7] 
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Table 1: The difference between Traditional and Cloud based Data Center [8] 

  Traditional Data Center Cloud Data Center (CDC) 

Location On-premises, physically accessible Virtualized, remote hardware 

Management Internal, business’s responsibility Outsourced to third-party provider 

Administration In-house IT professionals Employees of the service provider 

Reliability Co-location makes failures dependent, onus 

is on the business for downtime and repairs 

Provider is trusted to meet its promises of 

availability and reliability 

Pricing Business pays directly for planning, people, 

hardware, software, and environment 

Business pays per use, by resources 

provisioned 

Scalability Possible, but involves challenges and delay Completely, instantly scalable 

 

2.1.5. Cloud Based Data Center 

From the name, "Data Center", it suggests "Data" is the main service that the system serves the users. 

The original definition of data can be any format that is valuable to the user, like video, music, photo, 

information, statistics, documents, numbers etc. The users are not only able to rely on the cloud service 

from the data center to ensure the valuable data stays intact, but also enjoy the convenience of 

accessibility from high bandwidth Internet service. As the technology evolved over the past decade, 

nowadays, except for those networking routers and the storage element, there are several high 

performance computing elements to provide the cloud service and data computing. This can be regarded 

as a total system integration in the hardware infrastructure and software application. 
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2.2. Next generation of cloud computing 

It has been about a decade while the whole technology industry focused on cloud computing and the 

services development. In 2017, there were about 8.4 million data centers around the world serving the 

end users and enterprises every day. With the high speed Internet networking to link those access points 

together, we are able to get the information world widely and instantly.  

 

If considering the data access, it seems like the existing Internet infrastructure is already well developed. 

In fact, we are actually at the starting point of another technology era, which will be computer artificial 

intelligence development (A.I.) that will be built on top of the existing, or upgraded, cloud environment 

and data center infrastructure. Interestingly, the overall amount of the data center around the world is 

expected to shrink down a bit in the future [9], while the overall data keep growing. In short, the reason 

behind this is because the expenditure to set up a data center and maintain the equipment is going to be 

much more expensive in the next generation data center. Once the data serving to the customers cannot 

exceed its economic scale, then it will be hard for the site to maintain the operation expense and earn a 

sustainable profit. Therefore, there is also another concept to build up certain computing power at the 

Internet gateway between edge application and data center, but can be less expensive. 

 

To further support the upcoming application that is related to the computer A.I., it is critical to have a 

faster instant communication, the capacity of data storage and high performance data computing. The 

upcoming new technology in the next 5 years, examples like autonomous driving, gaming, AR, wearable 

health monitoring and IoT applications etc., can change people’s daily life drastically with the help of 

the new technology. To achieve this goal, the engineers and the scientists work hard on optimizing the 

cloud computing architecture and reduce the communication latency. Obviously, there are 2 approaches 
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to shorten the serving time; one is to speed up the computing performance, and the other is to shorten 

the distance / path for the data routing.  

 

 

Figure 5: The architecture of cloud data center and edge computing / devices [10] 

 

2.2.1. Edge computing 

Edge computing is the methodology to solve the communication latency problem by sharing the 

computing load that can be done easily. Figure 5. shows where the edge computing can be installed in 

the cloud computing infrastructure. While the data rate of each endpoint keeps increasing, it is not 

efficient to send all the instant data back to the central cloud service for processing. Usually, not every 

data point is critical for the device decision making that requires backend processing. Also, the 

continuous data normally shows certain repeated patterns. Then, the engineers and scientists start to 

think what if there is a way to have a local data computing element that processes the data instantly and 

provides useful information with enough accuracy for users? For example, in the application of 

autonomous driving vehicles, do we really need to send the instant road information and the camera data 
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back to the cloud center for computing while the car would like to switch the lanes, and wait for a few 

seconds for the decision to come back? The instinctive answer must be NO. Hence, the idea of the local 

computing element that can process the data, make a simple and instant judgement, called edge 

computing. 

 

There can be multi-level of edge computing structures to the specific application, where off load the 

computing from backend servers from different optimization considerations. The purpose of processing 

the data in the front-line is to shorten the latency time to respond to the users by utilizing the computing 

model provided from backend cloud servers. Meanwhile, the edge computing element is also responsible 

for extra the key information from constant data, and send it back to the cloud for more computation. 

Nowadays, there are already gateway server products that are suitably installed close to the 5G cell 

phone tower, which serve as a middle point computing element that shorten the distance to users and 

provide enough computing power. [11] 

 

Another flexibility in the edge computing data center architecture is that, given there are foreseeable 

demand on multiple applications with the different computation focuses, the specific edge data centers 

will be a solution to accelerate the computing efficiency. For example, the traffic control required a 

complex design in the system to monitor the instant traffic. So far there is still no efficient way to 

optimize the traffic condition by regulating traffic light control dynamically. The technology now is the 

individual driver choose to drive through another route if the instant map service, like Google Map, see 

the traffic and give the suggestion. In the future, there should be a way to collect the information of the 

individual vehicle and send to traffic control system as the instant data point to know the traffic load, 

and further optimize the control of traffic light. The data points at that time will be extremely huge and 

is required to be processed in real time. This actually not a good task to be handled and processed in the 
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existing data center structure. Therefore, the specific edge data center can serve as a first, or middle tier, 

of computing stage to determine the control actions, which helps to optimize the traffic in a real time. 

 

2.2.2. Cloud computing / Data Center 

Since the edge computing shares a partial load that was originally handled by cloud computing and 

operated on a data center, toward the future, the architecture of the data center layout can be significantly 

different to the traditional one. [12] While one of the irreplaceable functionalities to the data center is 

still storing the data, the portion of the high performance computing servers installed in the data center 

will increase continuously. Those servers can execute the tasks like A.I. deep learning models training 

and calibration, which deploy to the edge devices for decision making. The process to determine a good 

computational model can be highly performance demanded, which involves a huge amount of data and 

the mathematical floating point calculation.  

 

Except for more computation focuses, for the future data center, it also has to find a way to provide the 

service with less latency. The application based on the 5G service not only focuses on its wider 

bandwidth, but also emphasizes the lower latency time compared to its predecessor 4G. Therefore, the 

demands on the high speed networking router and switch is expected to be raised.  

 

2.3. Global market value overview 

According to many market researches in the server industry, Table 2. indicated the global revenue and 

the shipment are expected to grow steadily. The data from IDC shows a 19.8% YoY revenue growth 

from 2019 to 2020 Q2 from the top five server brand companies, ODM Direct and the rest of the market 

around the world. [13] The total revenue in Q2 2020 is 24 billion. The overall amount of unit shipment 

is also seeing the similar YoY growth between 2019/2020, which is around 18.4%. Looking at the 
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market trend in the one year scope can be inaccurate; however, there is more market research showing 

the similar forecast pattern in the server industry. [14][15] The Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) 

in the server industry is around 6 to 10 % in the next 5 years. Figure 6. also shows the server board 

shipment forecast from 2018 to 2025. The CAGR is 6.7%. 
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Table 2: The revenue, market share, growth of top 5 server companies and ODM Direct in Q2 

2020 [13]  

Top 5 Companies, Worldwide Server Vendor Revenue, Market Share, and Growth, Second 

Quarter of 2020 (Revenues are in US$ Millions)  

Company 2Q20 

Revenue 

2Q20 

Market 

Share 

2Q19 

Revenue 

2Q19 

Market 

Share 

2Q20/2Q19 

Revenue Growth 

T1. HPE/New H3C 

Group 

$3,582.4 14.9% $3,646.4 18.2% -1.8% 

T1. Dell 

Technologies 

$3,339.8 13.9% $3,793.3 18.9% -12.0% 

3. Inspur/Inspur 

Power Systems 

$2,532.9 10.5% $1,431.0 7.1% 77.0% 

T4. Lenovo $1,466.6 6.1% $1,212.3 6.0% 21.0% 

T4. IBM $1,449.7 6.0% $1,188.6 5.9% 22.0% 

ODM Direct $6,917.6 28.8% $4,232.7 21.1% 63.4% 

Rest of Market $4,748.1 19.8% $4,563.5 22.7% 4.0% 

Total $24,037.1 100.0% $20,067.8 100% 19.8% 
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Figure 6: 2018~2020 Server motherboard shipment forecast [16] 

 

After having an overview of the server global market, let’s take a deeper look into the data shown in 

Table 2. At the first glance, there is no direct correlation between the global server industries and the 

Taiwan IT industry. However, actually that data is highly correlated with the profit of ODMs in Taiwan. 

One thing is worth paying attention to, in addition to the server brands, there is a large portion of ODM 

Direct 28.8%, which the demands come from major data center players, such as Google, Amazon, 

Facebook, Microsoft etc. They adopted an ODM direct business model to work with the ODM partners 

directly for customizing the server features. Table 3. further shows how those server brand companies 

and the tech giant work with Taiwan ODMs and distribute the manufacturing orders respectively. The 

major 6 OMD players in Taiwan, Inventec, Wistron, Wiwynn, Foxconn, Quanta and Mitac, are actually 

responsible for at least above 70% of the design and the production for the entire global server market.  
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Table 3: How the brand companies distributed the manufacturing order to ODMs [18] 

Brand\ODMs Inventec Wistron Wiwynn Foxconn Quanta Mitac Others 

HPE 44.9% 17.3% 

 

36.1% 

  

1.7% 

Dell 31.3% 29.9% 

 

27.6% 0.2% 

 

10.9% 

Inspur 

 

15.1% 

   

62.3% 22.6% 

Lenovo 25.7% 24.8% 

    

49.5% 

Google 45.9% 

   

54.1% 

  

Facebook 0.4% 

 

42.3% 

 

57.3% 

  

Microsoft 30.8% 

 

40.2% 18.9% 10.1% 

  

Amazon 28.5% 

  

50% 5.3% 14% 2.2% 

Supermicro 

 

27% 

    

73% 
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3. The Server Industry status quo in Taiwan 

In this section, I will start with the discussion of common business models while one brand company 

work with the tech company to develop and manufacturing the products in the IT industry. By reviewing 

the details of those models, it helps the readers to understand why it is difficult for those companies in 

Taiwan to enter the brand market in the server and cloud industry that has been considered with higher 

profit margin than that of design and manufacturing works, and what are the blockers that can hinder 

the companies to enter this business model. Then, I will address the competitiveness advantages and 

disadvantages analysis at the stance of the Hardware IT companies in Taiwan. Lastly, we will need to 

know what are the foreseeable investments and the business opportunities going forward in the next 

decade before discussing the suggestions to the companies that focus on the server industry. 

 

3.1. Common Business models 

Similar to other electronic products, there are several companies in Taiwan that are highly capable in 

server design and manufacturing. Those companies normally provide different levels of design and 

manufacturing service to worldwide brand companies. By contracting with the partners, brand 

companies save the efforts in managing property, plant and equipment (PP&E) cost, human power 

management, partial supply chain management etc., and be able to stay agile in their business 

management strategies as well. 

  

Below is more discussion on the general business models in the consumer electronics and server 

industries. 
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3.1.1. Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) 

In server products, there are some design standards, like server case dimension, computing module 

protocol with communication interface, backend management architecture etc. Therefore, the coverage 

of OEM models in server products can be system level, module level or board level. The OEM partners 

[18] usually have their own supply chain resources and manufacturing connections with local sub-

manufacturers. Normally, they are able to handle all kinds of production issues, design qualities for 

manufacturing, and production yield improvement before shipping the products to end customers, or to 

the downstream manufacturers for further assembly and system integration. Those are the key services 

that OEM provide to the customer and make money. By contracting with an OEM partner, the brand 

company can be more focused on product planning and design, which not only could potentially bring 

higher benefit and investment return to the company, but also come with below advantages: 

a. Save a large portion of the expense on manufacturing equipment and its maintenance. The 

production machineries and the equipment investment can be very expensive. It is often involved in 

many customized designs to fulfill the production demands and fit the factory site. The maintenance is 

also another challenge, which is critical to ensure the production rate can stay high. Thus, it's better to 

raise and maintain enough mass production amount, so that the cost of manufacturing can be lower.  

b. Save the time on the yield tuning process for developing and manufacturing the products. Yield 

is a key factor of the production result, which influences the profit margin model a lot. Everyone knows 

high yield results in high return, which means the loss during production is low. However, because there 

are hundreds of production processes with thousands of electrical and mechanical components that have 

to be assembled, to ensure the correctness of each step required the time on experience learning and 

process tuning. Leveraging the OEM manufacturing experience is a fast way to ensure produce is 

excellent, which also further transfers the risk to OEM. 
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c. Much easier to move a production line to the area or country where it’s with cost advantage. 

While planning a new product, the manufacturing cost is always a key item that has to be reviewed in 

detail. The capital expenditures (CapEx), human resources, unit manufacturing cost, production unit per 

hour (UPH) and shipping cost etc. can different annually that depends on the manufacturing site. 

Working with OEMs means there is always a chance to reduce the cost based on the different scenario 

and assumption. 

d. No need to deal with, or less involvement in, local government and regulation. While considering 

setting up a production line or a branch office overseas, the first thing needed to follow is the local 

government regulation. There can be a complicated application process to go through, and the timeline 

needs to be fulfilled. Because of its complexity, there is a unique business that is common in every local 

place and country to provide the service of applying the new investment application locally to the 

International companies that have intention to enter and extend its business. This can be costly and time 

consuming sometimes. Again, by working with OEM, it saves a lot of time and resources.  

e. Off load the quality assurance verification tasks and the compliance applications. How to 

validate the product design is good and acquiring the compliance license efficiently can influence the 

time to market timing. This usually takes a lot of resources to accomplish that. Out-sourcing the task to 

OEM is a smart approach as they usually have a good experience to handle such tasks. 

f. Have a certain level of hardware warranty to transfer the liability risks to OEMs. While drafting 

the contract, and discussing the working details with OEM, usually the customers would request the 

manufacturing side offer a certain amount of time of quality guarantee after product shipping from 

factory. It is often negotiable to ask OEM cover longer warranty time with low, or none, cost adder to 

the customers. Sometimes, the brand customer even can resell this kind of extended warranty to the end 

customer. For example, Apple sells apple care products to the end user for one or two years of product 

warranty extension, which is somehow originally offered by its OEM partner. 
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g. No need to spend the resource on local labor hiring and training. Human resource hiring is always 

a big task while a company extending the office or manufacturing site to other cities or countries. After 

recruiting the people, the management team also needs to train and lead those people. The culture 

difference and the language barrier to those local people can be a big challenge.  

 

3.1.2. Joint Design Manufacture (JDM) 

Except for the manufacturing and the other advantages mentioned in OEM, act as JDM partner is also 

responsible for certain deeper levels of design / verification / quality assurance works compared to the 

previous OEM model. Usually the brand company decided to go for the model may have the following 

extra reasons and benefits:  

a. The customer would like to have a better control during product development with less, or 

limited, development resources. Often, the business agreement between brand customer and its partner 

to run a JDM model, will have a clear role and responsibility (R&R) definition in the different function 

areas. For example, the fundamental design decision may come from a brand company; whereas, the 

manufacturing or production yield related design consideration may be owned by the JDM partner. 

b. The customer just entered the new product area that would like to know more market 

information, or gain some design experience benefits, from the industry partner by mutual 

collaboration. It is common for a brand company to seek a potential growth toward its future business, 

and extend its product lines or services to better improve its profit model. However, it always takes some 

time to learn how to do the product well. The most efficient way is to learn while doing the project with 

an experienced partner.  

c. The customer plans to develop a new product but does not have enough available internal 

resources. Having enough engineering resources is always a key factor to make the product successful, 

but it does not mean the company should keep expanding the team size in order to ensure the internal 
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resources are available anytime. There is a better way to do that, which is to work with a partner to 

leverage the engineering resources. The team size is often much flexible to the JDM partners. 

d. There may be design resources from JDM partners that can be integrated or leveraged into the 

new product to shorten the development phase. A capable JDM company, or an ODM company 

working under JDM model, should be trying hard to develop its own design capability and accumulate 

its own strength in order to keep its competitiveness. To speed up the time during the design phase, we 

often see the JDM company modularize the design with specific sub-functions.  Sometimes they are 

also able to provide the standard software integrated solution for its customers to develop its own 

features based on the foundation. This is particularly useful to the brand companies that focused on the 

consumer products. 

e. This can be a temporary trial for the brand companies to understand the partner’s engineering 

depth and capability for future collaboration planning. Although I mentioned a lot of benefits and 

the flexibility while the brand companies work with JDM partners, it is not a free lunch to proceed the 

plans and develop the relationship. Another big concern while working with an external partner is the 

information leakage concern. Therefore, after deciding to work with a selected partner to develop a long-

term relationship, going for a JDM working model is a perfect approach for the team to assess and 

observe if their judgement is correct, and ensure it is worth continuing the partnership after. 

 

3.1.3. Original Design Manufacture (ODM) 

The nature of the ODM model is that a company provides a kind of customized design service to fulfill 

the demands from its customer. The brand companies would need to define a high level product 

specification that included the key product components and features, performance, quality and 

compliance requirement, schedule and forecast The ODM partner would provide a quotation of overall 

design service fee and non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost to customer. Once the contract is accepted, 
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the ODM partner should keep updating the development status and meet the key milestone that they 

agreed to in the contract. The role of the customer is like the audit team to check the work delivery meets 

their expectation.  

 

In some situations, the ODM defined the product based on its marketing research and the judgement, 

and started to develop the design and work on product prototyping. Meanwhile, the sales and marketing 

teams from ODM approach the potential customers through its own sales channel or the regular tech 

expositions, and demonstrate the prototype. The product sometimes can be directly sold to customers 

without modifying much features. It's a so-called white box product. Once buying the white-box product 

from ODM, the brand company usually designs a "case" to incorporate the electrical modules, 

components, boards, which improve its outlook to align the brand image and put on its brand name. 

 

In the server industry, the white-box product market is actually a large portion of the overall server 

market, which is about 19% of overall server revenue in 2019 [19]. The majority of the suppliers are 

from Taiwan Server ODM. The products can ship to the System integrated companies, where provide 

services in hardware and software system integration, or to the private cloud based data center. 

 

3.1.4. Design Direct Account Service (ODM Direct) 

The ODM Direct service is the business model that ODMs provide design service and the product 

manufacturing directly to the end customers, like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft etc., which the 

companies deployed the larger scale data centers around the world. The individual product development 

is costly and timing consuming. The annual demand of the specific servers for the data centers has to be 

high enough to sustain a customized product development. Once confirmed the high volume demand, 

while the customers decide to go for the model, generally there is a team from the customer side to work 
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on all the product details. This is to eliminate the redundant purchase process and the cost from the agent 

of the system integration provider. Thus, the final selling price can be cheaper than that they purchase 

from brand companies, like Dell and HP. Similar situation applied to the ODMs, due to the overall sales 

amount to a single product is relatively lower compared to the product sale to brand companies, and also 

the ODM provides more flexibility in design specification, the unit sale price to those end customers 

can be higher than it sold to brand companies. The profit margin is often much higher. 

 

In order to keep the competitiveness, improve the computing efficiency, and enhance the information 

security, those tech giants usually applied different techniques and modified the architecture while 

planning the design of the server. Therefore, they often spend more time on discussing their demands 

with the ODM partner, define more detailed product specifications, understand the ODM capability, and 

set more realistic and actionable goals while engaging with ODM Direct. This can be good to the ODM 

to understand the customer demands, and learn more technical details as well. 

 

However, while selecting this new direction with potential product profit increase, there always come 

with the price. To work on the ODM Direct model, the ODMs have to constantly upgrade themselves 

in multiple domains, like engineering, product planning, operation etc., which would consume the 

internal resource (time and the budget) in certain level. In the extreme case, the ODM may not make the 

instant gross profit in the early stage of the business operation transition because of the investment. The 

CEO has to carefully evaluate the transition plan and the business contract requirement at the same time, 

and manage the balance while doing the company upgrade. For the long run, once the ODM Company 

can run the business model well with a good industry reputation, this can bring more positive effect on 

the company image and the profit. This will also build up a certain level of company competitive 

advantages toward the global competition. 
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3.1.5. System Integration Service Provider (SP) 

The companies that adopted this business model have to deeply cultivate its own technology 

development capabilities. Usually they don’t own the manufacturing site but partner with ODM, or 

transfer the order to other suppliers for purchasing the equipment. The customers to the SI service 

provider can be middle or small size companies, which often do not have enough resources to grow a 

team. Sometimes they will also participate in bids for the server system upgrade or new setup that is 

requested from schools, organizations or governments.  That is why the IT experts from solution/service 

providers always need to understand the state-of-the-art IT technologies / platform requirements 

comprehensively, so that they are able to handle customer’s requests precisely. Normally, the company 

should come out with a proposal before a certain deadline based on the demand regarding the new, or 

upgrade, systems, in order to provide new services and resolve the pain points in the existing systems to 

their customers.  

 

Based on the previous discussion, the Table 4. summarized the advantages and the disadvantages 

comparisons of each business model from the OEM/ODM and brand companies stand points, 

respectively. 
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Table 4: Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of business models  

(Contracted partner vs. Brand Company) 

Advantages / 

Disadvantages 

Contracted design / manufacturing partner  Brand Company 

OEM Pros: 

- Bargaining power in supply chain 

- Human resource planning 

- May have local government subsidy 

- Less investment in high-end development 

equipment 

- Most development tasks can be done by entry-

level engineers / team, which the human cost can 

be lower. 

Cons: 

- Low profit margin 

- Less focus on the engineering details 

Pros: 

- No PP&E cost 

- Less supply chain management cost 

- Highly flexible in planning the production plan  

- 100% owned the design. 

- Less risk in information leaking  

Cons: 

- Everything comes with the cost. OEM normally 

charges the usage of the resources to the customer. 

- May have to invest in the test fixtures and 

advanced equipment for production. 

JDM Pros: 

- Have chances to work with different customers, 

which help the team to grow the design capability 

and accumulate the experience faster. 

- May partially work with its own suppliers 

- The profit margin can be higher. 

Cons: 

- The liability of product defect can be higher 

- Need to meet target yield rate even the design is 

not fully owned so that to make profit 

Pros: 

- Certain level of engagement in the product 

development 

- Focus on the core feature design to ensure system 

stability  

Cons: 

- Have to share some design know-how to the 

customers 

- Need to spend resource to monitor the 

development status on both side 
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ODM Pros: 

- High freedom in choosing the components 

- High flexibility in tuning the design 

- High profit margin 

Cons: 

- The liability if the ODM cannot deliver the 

product to meet the requirement in time. 

- Have information leak risk to the customers 

- Need to keep investing the team and the 

equipment 

Pros: 

- Lower engineering related expense 

- Focus on the product marketing and planning 

- Can grow the product line in a short time. 

Cons: 

- Less/No control on the design details 

- Hard to differentiate the products with 

competitors 

- Less flexibility in adjusting the product 

specification 

 

3.2. The competitive advantage in Taiwan 

In the past few decades, the companies in Taiwan that focused on the Information Technology industry 

have grown well, from upstream to downstream. With the momentum that leading companies created, 

like TSMC, MediaTek, AUSU, ACER etc, the supply chain was developed well and formed a close loop 

in Taiwan. Nowadays, this matured industry chain became a foundation to the later Taiwan technology 

development till now. Figure 7. shows the upper stream to downstream map in the server industry. In 

this section, I will discuss the competitive advantages that our nation has in the different topics, like 

talent, ecosystem, value chain, SWOT analysis etc. 
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Figure 7: The upper stream to downstream relationship in the server industry 

 

3.2.1. Talent 

The high quality of talent in Taiwan is one of the main factors to drive economic growth and boost 

competitiveness toward the global market. People may ask why Taiwan can have plentiful talent in the 

engineering field. This is because the education system is well developed. The government spent a lot 

of effort to plan and invested the resources to all the education levels. The government hugely invests 

in education annually. Thus, the tuition fee in higher education schools is usually affordable to the 

general public. Once the students study hard and proactively apply for the admission, everyone has a 

chance to be enrolled in a good school. So the top ranking schools in Taiwan are usually public owned. 

Also, there are around 150 universities, from college to graduate school, in Taiwan. Most of the 

universities set up the engineering school in electrical engineering and computer science. Many of the 

young generation decide to study engineering as the start point of their professional career. Of course, 

this may be because of potential higher income toward their future. Thus, in Taiwan, there are around 
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70 to 80 thousands new undergraduate students every year. [20] Half of them decided to continue their 

education journey by studying the graduated schools. 

 

Because of the continuous growth in the IT industry, the job opportunity and yearly demand keep 

growing. This further pushed the young talent work in general technology industries to extend the years 

in their career. In the past decades, this forms a positive cycle as senior people have a chance to lead 

junior one while exploring new technology development, and convey the knowledge to newcomers. 

This kind of working relationship can actually form a knowledge sharing path among talents. For 

example, one excellent graduate student may know about the theory of the sciences well; however, he 

or she didn't accumulate enough experience to turn the theoretical idea into a practical product well. By 

learning from the senior people, and through the engineering discussion, those junior engineers can 

contribute their own capability and knowledge into the industry soon. 

 

The high quality talent in Taiwan is well known worldwide. Many international technology companies 

set their branches here, and offer good compensation packages to attract the best talent. The major tech 

giants, Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Facebook, all have their offices and research and development 

center in Taiwan. Among them, Google is the one who invested more recently. The overall hiring here 

can over 2000+ employees, where they work on Google general cloud applications, hardware design 

center and data centers. [21] 
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3.2.2. Ecosystem and Value Chain 

The supply chain for the IT industry in Taiwan is very matured and prospering. The main manufacturing 

activity in the server industry can start from chip level fabrication, chip packaging and testing, PCB 

manufacturing, Connector/Socket/Cable manufacturing, PCB Design and SMT Testing and server case 

manufacturing. In each category, there are main suppliers from Taiwan. Table 5. shows the companies 

that worked on the different categories on the value chain. 

Table 5: The value chain of Taiwan Server Industry 

Category Value Companies 

Chip Fabrication Worldwide leading company in the smallest chip 

manufacturing process. The minimization process 

boosted chip performance with less power consumed. 

TSMC, UMC 

Chip Packaging and 

Testing 

System in a package technology (SIP) in small form 

factor SOC integration. Chip testing is to ensure the 

functionalities and the quality are good.  

ASE, SPIL, PTI, 

JYEC  

PCB Material The signal speed that applies onto the server product is 

faster, which cannot be achieved by regular consumer 

electronics level material. By using low loss material for 

high speed signals transmission, which allow the system 

to operate in high performance.  

NPC, TUC, EMC, 

ITEQ 

PCB Manufacturing High quality PCB would ensure the system stability and 

facilitate the heat dissipation. 

ZDT, Unimicron, 

Compeq, Tripod, 

Hannstar 

Connector/Cable 

Manufacturing 

Connectors and cables are the necessary parts in server 

products, which is also the key factor to ensure high 

computing performance. 

Foxconn, Lotes, 

Alltop, Aces 
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Server Case The outstanding case design ensures the server can be 

reliably fixed to the rack, and provides necessary 

accessibility while the system needs repair. 

Chenbro, AIC 

System Board Design 

Integration /Testing  

 

Capability of system design and integration to provide 

the best design service to customers. 

Quanta, Inventec, 

Wistron, Foxconn, 

Mitac 

 

In addition to those iconic companies, there are many local subsidiary suppliers that contributed the 

energy in the technology development, manufacturing process and logistics etc. Moreover, together with 

the promotion / help from government policy, while the enterprises set up the manufacturing site 

overseas to lower the operation cost, most of them still keep the key development / manufacturing 

capability locally. That's why the entire technology ecosystem in Taiwan can stay healthy and profitable 

for decades. 

 

3.2.3. SWOT analysis 

The SWOT analysis here is at the stance of Taiwan general ODMs. Although there are definitely 

differences and focuses in each ODM company; however, the geographic location of Taiwan, the 

position of the general nationwide strategies and resources, those are the inherent conditions to the 

companies in Taiwan can determine a general Strengths, Opportunities, Weakness and Threats. 
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Table 6: The SWOT analysis and summary table 

Strength Weaknesses 

 Hardware development capability is strong 

 Rich talent pool in hardware development 

related domains 

 Supply chain management and integration is 

fully integrated 

 Operation optimization capability 

 Location, near China and South Asia Countries 

 The human cost is much lower than that in US 

and Europe 

 Less global view in the product initial 

planning 

 No much experience on brand and marketing 

management  

 Negotiation skills with western brand 

companies 

 Hardware / Software Platform development 

and integration 

 Tend to have cost-oriented decision making, 

which can block the innovation. 

Opportunities Threats 

 US. vs China Trade War: No trust on made in 

China technology 

 COVID-19: Speeding up the upgrading of 

information systems and emerging demand on 

the application of Internet and cloud related 

computing. 

 Diplomatic stance. (Well trusted by worldwide 

governments) 

 Strong demand for 5G and AI applications 

 Extended partnership with brand companies 

 The overseas investment of new datacenter 

setup in Taiwan 

 Price competition among the local ODMs 

 Talent loss from ODM due to more 

competition: International companies in 

Taiwan often offer much better 

compensation package 

 The key components like CPU, GPU and 

Memory modules are still from the US, 

Japan and South Korea, which the 

production can be controlled if those key 

component suppliers have different focuses 

on the strategies 
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3.3. New Investment in Taiwan  

It is common that many new investments from global tech companies in the Taiwan technology 

industry annually. Here I only mentioned the investment that can bring positive influence on 

the server industry specifically, which is the data center and the design center for server related 

products. 

 

3.3.1. The Data Center 

One of the major investments of data centers in Taiwan from foreign companies is from Google. Google 

established a data center in ChangHua, and started the global service in 2013. In 2019 and 2020, Google 

announced another new plan to establish a new data center which will be located in Tainan and Yunlin. 

Microsoft also announced a data center investment in late 2020. [22] Some people may consider those 

tech companies to invest and build the data centers in Taiwan because the price of electricity is relatively 

low, and building a data center does only require many 100 to 300 people to operate that, which implies 

the benefit of having a local data center is limited. In fact, the impact and the potential growth that is 

boosted by the investment can be bigger than most of people's imagination. 

 

The complexity to set up a large scale of a data center can be very high. Starting from the infrastructure, 

it has to have the stable delivery of electricity and water to ensure the server farm operates normally. 

The Internet networking bandwidth is another key factor that is highly related to the performance while 

serving the end users. Those fundamental works drive the system upgrade locally or nationally. The 

value of the investment can be sustained. Further, while evaluating the benefits of one investment to a 

whole ecosystem and society as well, we should also take the benefit to local maintenance and suppliers 

into account. Not to mention, it is a good chance for local Server ODMs to further approach the 
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customers by cooperating with them. The closer to the customers, the higher the chance to work with 

them more toward the future, and the deeper the relationship it would be. 

 

According to chapter 9, “Data Center Management”, from the book “Energy Efficient Servers” [23], 

over 50% of the cost to operate a data center is from Server equipment, which includes the initial servers 

purchase and the regular system upgrade. The demands on server units is high. In addition to the server 

system itself, the data center has to ensure the data stored in the facilities cannot be lost for any 

unexpected reasons. For each hardware component, like CPU, GPU, Memory, Storage etc., there are the 

expected operation hours before hardware starts to become unstable, called MTBF (Mean Time Between 

Failures). Hence, the systems are well maintained and replaced with a new module or server before 

getting unstable after a certain period of run time. This means those data centers need partners with 

stable supply for those computer hardware, it would be even better if the supply comes with the local 

manufacturing.  

 

 

Figure 8: The operational electrical costs are a sizable fraction of the overall TCO  

(Total cost of ownership) of a data center. [23] 
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In the past, around the early 2000s, the enterprises spent a lot of annual budget on those high 

performance servers and network equipment by purchasing from the brand suppliers. However, most of 

the devices are manufactured or sometimes are also designed from Taiwan ODMs. This motivated the 

companies that have capability to build the median to large scale data center to partner with ODMs, and 

co-design the customized server, in order to lower the cost on server procurement. By the design 

customization, there is also a benefit for the data center customers to optimize the deployment structure 

a bit, so as to enhance the competitiveness with better user experience. That can be one of the reasons 

why Taiwan is a good place to set the data center. Once starting investing the infrastructure in one place, 

followed by a good progress while working with local suppliers; often, the brand companies would 

consider planning for extending the following projects with the same partner to increase its own 

bargaining and control power over the suppliers, which can further drive the cost down with process 

optimization. The long-term relationship with the partners and local governments also lower the risk for 

new investment. 

 

3.3.2. Design Center 

As briefly mentioned in the previous section, there are many global technology companies that set up 

branch offices in Taiwan. Some are here for trading and service purposes because of the strong demand 

in the IT design and manufacturing. Some are here to look for high quality talent pools in engineering 

related specialties. In this highly competitive area, having good ideas, forecasts, and strategic plans 

toward the future are not enough, the most important thing is the company has to have talent to innovate 

the product and a team to work together, which is often much more critical because of the high 

complexity of the design and the long development period for server related products. The development 
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tasks include the design itself, design verifications, system optimization, stress test for the quality 

assurance etc., which normally takes 15~24 months development cycle for a whole new product. It can 

be shortened a little bit if it’s a platform refresh development. 

 

 

Figure 9: The general development timeline for a whole new server product 

 

Focusing on the companies that deployed server farms and data centers, in the recent few years, many 

of them, like Google, Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, Dell and Inspur, extended the job opening in 

Taiwan. It is expected that the growth trend of their team size in Taiwan can keep rising in the 

foreseeable future, especially after the COVID-19 epidemic and US / China Trade War. 
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Table 7: A summary of the major design center investment plan in Taiwan 

Recent plan of Design Center in Taiwan 

Google After merging the team from HTC that originally designed Google Pixel Phone, and 

announced the 2nd and 3rd data center investment plan, Google Cloud kept extending 

the hardware design team to Taipei for the development of its own cloud services. 

Amazon 3~4 innovation centers and offices located in Greater Taipei for its own AWS and IoT 

development. Plan to extend the size of the Taiwan team in the upcoming years. 

Dell It has been a decade since Dell set up an office and design center in Taiwan. Already 

well organized the team that can fully develop the product locally. Continuously grow 

the team and investment in Taiwan for the new technology. 

Inspur Within only less than 5 years, Inspur set up a design center in New Taipei City with a 

team size of 250~300 people, which also served as a relay point to develop and sell the 

products to US and Europe.  

Supermicro Supermicro is the worldwide 3rd Server Design company which also maintains its 

brand in the US. With the long history of investment in Taipei design center, 

Supermicro expected to keep growing its team size to handle more design products 

locally, and extending the manufacturing capability to Taoyuan. 
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4. Statement of the challenges and dilemmas 

After knowing the backgrounds of the Server IT industry in Taiwan, and the business models that 

Taiwan tech companies usually work with their customers; in this section, let’s address the real situations 

and discuss the limitations for the future server industry development. 

 

4.1. Value chain shifted drastically in past few years 

Started from 2010s, the trend in technology development gradually changed. The entire industry 

gradually shifted the focus from hardware to software. There are couple reasons for this change: 

 Foreseeable difficulties in constant driving the hardware manufacturing process improvement 

 Cost to get the benefits in developing advanced hardware was getting higher 

 Existing system performance has fulfilled the user needs for the general application 

 Users expected to have more new technology applications that not only focused on productivity, 

but also extended to other aspects, like entertainment, health monitoring and human wellbeing. 

The revolution led by the tech giants, ex. Google, Apple, Amazon, focused on the development of the 

new services, platforms, and its ecosystem, that fully integrated the hardware and software together to 

offer new applications run upon the mobile phones, portable, or wearables devices. The new applications 

keep changing people's lives drastically, and further enable many new business models in the following 

years till now. The major prosperities in this service-oriented technology trend are in the platform and 

information industry, which are often led and developed by software companies. From the hardware 

perspective, the momentum of the future technology development is still very strong. However, the 

hardware focus would gradually step back as the infrastructure for the application. The trend of the 

future hardware can be categorized into 2 main domains, 1) the devices that serve as access points to 
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this digital world, and 2) the high performance infrastructure for backend data communication and 

processing [24]. 

 

The CEOs and executives from those Taiwan IT hardware companies must have seen the trend 

movement at the very beginning of the change. They might have considered growing the software 

development capability. However, given that the existing huge investment in the hardware development 

and the manufacturing equipment already, the primary goal was to maximize the company profit at the 

moment. Building a full software team would consume the resources immediately, which usually pay 

back at least a few years or longer, not to mention the risk of losing money due to investing in an 

unfamiliar domain. Therefore, the motivation to plan the development work is low somehow.  

 

From time to time, even though we learnt from the news that some ODM companies would like to extend 

the technology territory to software related development, the overall investment and the planning in 

software related products is still very limited and less persistent. Till today, while the whole IT industry 

is talking about the platform, software ecosystem, and embrace the new AI application, the ODMs can 

only keep a similar strategy, and move the product focus a little bit to the hardware platform that runs 

the cloud services, ex. server, and workstation. This is actually a big crisis to the entire Taiwan IT 

industry, as well as the future Taiwan economy if we cannot find effective solutions. 

 

4.2. Too much focus on hardware design and manufacturing in Taiwan IT 

industry 

In the past few decades, the tech companies in Taiwan kept the momentum in growth and profitability 

by staying agile and dynamic in allocating engineering resources, integrating the supply chain and 

lowering the operation cost with economies of scale. This was not easy to achieve the goals along with 
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so many trivial detail works; however, with the diligent efforts of continuous process optimization, there 

are a couple of companies that achieved the critical mass in sustaining the business. As usual, every 

success also comes with the weakness. The major expense in manufacturing comes from the PP&E, 

human resources, and production yield improvement and operation efficiency enhancement. Tracing 

back those factors in origins are all about the hardware design quality. Better hardware design often 

comes with lower cost. Thus, the executives constantly drove the team to cultivate the hardware design 

skill and improve the process. This strategy worked well while the technology was driven by hardware 

performance. However, toward the future, the direction may need to be adjusted a bit to accommodate 

the trend and the use cases. 

 

4.2.1. Same type of engineering and marketing people 

Due to the prosperity of the IT industry in Taiwan in past decades, those ODM companies actually 

created a lot of job opportunities for technology development in the hardware engineering related fields. 

To make the development more efficient and profitable, the team also needs the people to work on 

program management, operational management, sales and marketing. The team and the company 

organization structure that can perform well and efficiently has pretty much been optimized. That is the 

reason why every hardware company has similar organizational structure, and similar product 

development process, which means the domain knowledge and the experience that the individual 

cultivated are similar.  

 

4.2.2. The vision of the IT development trend is limited 

The mission of the ODM Company is to deliver the product on time with high quality. So we often hear 

that long working hours and high working stress in the IT industry. Those companies usually would not 

spend too much effort on studying the global trends and understanding the customer behavior; instead, 
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they learn the changes in the technology industry by working with their brand customers, and receiving 

the first hand information as well. Once the company decides to extend their business territory by 

enabling their own brand products, investing in a new technology domain, or transforming the business 

to provide high value service, they usually have to spend a longer time to explore the market again, 

which often lose the key timing to earn the market. The IT industry is such a highly competitive market, 

where people see one interesting phenomenon, which is the company must try to stay within top 3 ranks 

in its focus so as to make profit and sustain the business well. Otherwise, they may somehow lose money 

because of the market share fall behind. 

 

4.3. The opportunity cost for talent to switch career is high 

Since people who worked in the IT industry are usually paid well, above the average salary statistics 

that compared to the overall job market, they tend to stay at the same job category for a long time, or 

through the whole career, so as to earn a steady growth of income. Obviously, once the technology trend 

and the core value shifted, people are hesitant to move to other job positions even if they have the related 

background or may be able to perform well after a few years of learning. Once having the chance to 

choose the career, the first thing that people usually consider is the salary difference. In Taiwan, most 

local companies pay less while the people do not have enough experience to meet the job requirements 

precisely, even though they already have the related skills. This means there may be an immediate pay 

cut once people decide to enter the emerging job market. 

 

4.4. Brand creation and competition 

The top 3 brand companies in the server industry are Dell, HP, Inspur, which occupied around 35~40% 

of worldwide market share [25]. Because of the brand awareness, sometimes the governments or the 

enterprises procurement choose to work with the brand companies directly to customize and fulfill their 
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demands. The overall business profit in the brand companies is usually above 25~30%. Taking Hewlett 

Packard Enterprise as an example, the quarterly profit is at average 30% in the past few years [26]. In 

addition to the profit, the brand companies get the first hand sales data, and are able to directly 

communicate to the customer to know the demands. The information is another valuable asset to define 

the next generation products. 

 

Although none of the top three companies is from Taiwan, there are still few ODMs that develop their 

own brands, such as Tyan from Mitec, QCT from Quanta, Wiwynn from Wistron etc. However, as the 

market share of those companies are still low, which means the market information they received may 

not be advanced enough for them to define a cutting edge architectures or products that may lead the 

whole industry shortly. It still has a long way to go to expand the brand business. Moreover, more ODMs 

followed the same path and strategy to develop the brand, it is foreseeable that the competition will be 

much severe in the upcoming future. 

 

For some countries, like China, Korea, the government and the society understand the difficulties in 

developing a brand. Therefore, the government may constantly invest in the new technology that has 

potential to be adopted in the emerging applications. Together with the policies like tax reduction, talent 

development, or offering the site to build the factory, for those companies to meet the future trend, the 

worldwide competitiveness can be boosted in a shorter period of time. By doing so, after a few years of 

development, the overall national economy can also be benefited from those investments once the 

companies occupy enough market share. In Taiwan, the government also have similar actions as I 

mentioned here; however, for most of the supporting plans, they are not able to sustain long enough for 

the industries or companies to grow well because of the government direction change or poor resource 

organization. 
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4.5. US vs China Trade War 

Since 2016, Donald Trump has been elected as US president to lead the US, he started to put his politics 

slogan into practice. One of the major targets is to “Make America Great Again” from the economic 

point of view. China is the biggest manufacturing site in the world, it appeared that the US imported 

goods from them. The US president interpreted the situation as the reason why US workers lost the job 

and the opportunity. After a few times of negotiation with the China government but failed to conclude 

a good trade deal. The US government decided to impose more tariffs on the goods imported to the US 

which are produced in China. This is basically the start point of the trade war. [27] 

 

4.5.1. Production line migration in global IT industry 

Almost all the ODMs set up factory sites in China started on contingency actions and the future planning 

in order to reduce the operation costs like plant construction, property and human cost. After the trade 

war started, the ODMs are forced to do some operation adjustment to avoid the operation loss. For those 

ODMs, there are different ways to mitigate the impact of the potential cost up. However, one thing in 

common is that they start to look for the next factory sites outside of China. For consumer product 

manufacturing, the ODMs targeted to find places in South Asia, like Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam etc. 

However, the moving process is not always smooth. The main factors can be management issue 

regarding the culture difference, language barrier, insufficient technology skills etc. As for the 

production of industrial PC or Server products, which the product quality is extremely important, and 

usually comes with higher profit to ODMs, the manufacturers start to consider moving the production 

line back to Taiwan. This also implied a foreseeable supply chain shift in the near future. 
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4.5.2. Good and bad for the tech companies in US invested in Taiwan 

Another trend that is happening in recent two years is the new investment of design engineering centers 

in Taiwan. The tech giants, Google, Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft, successively announced the new 

investment plan regarding the hardware development, data center and AI computing in Taiwan. There 

are a couple of reasons why those tech giants extend the research and development center to Taiwan. 

 Stable investment environment in terms of the overall Taiwan society and government direction 

 Taiwan government maintain a good relationship with US: Taiwan shared the same interests 

with US to against the China government 

 The supportive government policy for those international companies to invest in Taiwan 

 Sufficient talent pool in the IT industry, especially to the talent demands of hardware system 

development 

 Relatively lower operating costs compared to that in the US 

 Strengthen the cooperation with the local ODMs 

 Less impact to the epidemic, COVID-19 

 

The global investment in Taiwan's job market is actually good for the individuals who have sophisticated 

skills and knowledge in the IT / Server industry. There will be more job opportunities opening soon. 

From the economic perspective, the demand will shift but with almost the same amount of supply in the 

talent pool, which pushes higher compensation structure to the same job positions to the global and local 

companies in Taiwan. Also, people in Taiwan generally have the impression that the compensation 

package and the working environment from the global companies are better than those offered from 

local companies. It is predictable that those capable individuals who originally stayed at local ODMs 

can move to the new job opportunities. For the short term, the potential talent loss from the local ODMs 
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can worsen the situation for the ODM to keep the talent, and eventually slow down the pace to transform 

the business operation direction to future trends.  

 

Having a chance to join global companies, work with talented people worldwide, is actually a great 

experience for individuals, which enhance their capabilities not only in the engineering itself but also 

influencing how to plan and execute the tasks efficiently. After years of working in the global companies, 

some people would consider joining the local companies again if the new opportunity is attractive with 

a better salary raise. In the long run, this enables a chance to bring the different mindset back to the local 

technology companies, and influence the people, which eventually create a positive effect to the overall 

Taiwan job market. 
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5. For Taiwan ODMs, how to catch the opportunities? 

The overall situation is actually a systematic topic to the entire Taiwan IT development. The status of 

where we are at now is highly dependent on the development history in past decades. The entire IT 

industry reacted fast so that we can position ourselves in a critical role worldwide today. However, as 

the world changes faster than that pace in the past, I think the IT companies have to stay more agile for 

the global competition.  

 

There are a bunch of discussions regarding the potential growth of the ODMs, and what are the direction 

of next decade to keep staying in a leading position toward the worldwide competition. Although none 

of us can predict the future correctly, undoubtedly we need to make some adjustments faster enough to 

catch the opportunities for our next decade. Here are the ways of approach that will be proposed and 

discussed. 

 

5.1. Policy support and the funding from Government 

Taiwan is a country with only 23 million people, which is less than 0.38% to the worldwide population. 

The national area we have is also relatively small compared to the countries globally, which means the 

natural resources are limited. Obviously, we are in an inherent condition that has to mainly rely on export 

to maintain national economies. The internal market demand may be able to raise a few companies that 

service the citizens for daily needs. Whereas, most of the local companies are sustained because of 

exporting services or goods worldwide, or collaborating with the global organizations or enterprises. 

Having a reliable government reputation, the good efficiency of the operation, and the national policy 

support are the crucial conditions for the prosperity of the industries.  
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It is particularly true for the IT industry. Looking back how we arrived at the position today that has 

been globally recognized as a matured nation in information technology, the main factors are the 

competitiveness of technology research and development, the health of the upstream to downstream 

supply chain, the power of tariff negotiation between countries, the direction of diplomatic policies, the 

amount of education funding, and the synergy from the industry etc. All of them are highly related to 

how the government plans the direction and funding support. Now we are at the pivot point of the 

technology trend moving the domination from hardware to software, because of the variety of 

imaginable applications, ex. Big data, AI etc., that can benefit the entire global population in the 

upcoming years. The focus of Taiwan IT industry should be moving faster to catch up the change, and 

maintain the competitive advantages among the competitors world widely. This is something that 

required a high level resource integration among companies in the technology industry. 

 

Looking at the policies in the past few years, the Taiwan government strived for promoting the support 

of global companies to invest in new development activities and new technologies in Taiwan, which 

was definitely a successful approach while reviewing the effects and the results nowadays. Those global 

tech giants opened up a door, and brought resources and international views into Taiwan, which is good 

for the government to retain the talents in Taiwan because of the new opportunities. However, the 

situation also brings the talent competitions among the local IT companies, and potentially increases the 

operation costs on human resources to ODMs. As employees, people are happy if they get chances to 

have a pay raise. However, it could be an extra burden to the ODMs, where originally the profit margin 

is low, to retain and attract the talents once the companies are already tight on the development budgets. 

It is not to mention the extra budget for ODM business upgrading or transforming. Reviewing the 

situation now, maybe it is the time that the Taiwan government should talk to local IT or ODM 
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companies more, to understand comprehensively what are the best directions and supports for the 

industry development and the entire society, then start to prepare beforehand. 

 

5.1.1. Integrate the resources with different industries 

While there are many new ideas to try to improve the competitiveness of local tech companies, except 

for focusing on developing the product well, there should be a set up somewhere to do the trial run and 

test the market for the new idea. As mentioned before, although the market size in Taiwan itself is hard 

to sustain the revenue to a brand business, it is indeed an appropriate place to test the new product / 

service in the market. 

 

In the past, many new technologies were developed to solve some problems, or improve the equipment 

performance. For example, the engineering model simulation that is usually required to be run on a high 

performance computer for a long period of time, sometimes it can take a day or more. A new generation 

of hardware, like CPU, GPU or higher memory speed, can help to shorten the waiting time to get the 

simulation results, which would be more efficient to speed up the engineering development process.  

Nowadays, looking at the future trend, the new technology is to provide more services to the business, 

or to the end users, which is required to fully understand the pain points of the existing situation, and 

design ways to simplify the processes to get useful results. Taking the task in medical examination as 

an example, it is a time-consuming work to check the lung x-ray photo thoroughly by a medical inspector 

or a doctor. Because of the checking process by an individual, sometimes there is a risk to misinterpret 

the result which may cause extra medical resource cost, or miss the perfect time to take the treatment. 

The best way to solve the problem is to have the automation tool to handle the first level check by 

computer vision and machine learning, and only pass the suspicious x-ray photos to the backend doctor 
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for further examination while it is with the uncertain blight spots. The automation process mentioned 

above required the integration of different functional specialties in medical knowledge, software tool 

development, control flow integration, and a set of powerful servers or workstations to process and save 

the data.  

While there is no government or the public institutions to step in to lead or support the integration, 

usually it takes time for those kinds of cross domain collaborations because of the uncertainty of 

direction, plans and risks to the business members. Once there is an involvement from the government, 

it usually can provide a certain level of integration resources, like having a consultant team, the funding 

as a motivation to speed up the process, or serving as a bridge among companies. At the first look, it 

seems there is no benefit for the government to do the work; however, once they are able to select certain 

application models that come with higher potentials in the upcoming future, the companies who work 

on the project can export the total solution and sell to worldwide customers once the product is matured 

enough. Thus, it would eventually pay back to the government and the society from the tax or other 

intangible positive effects to the society.  

Reviewing the current situation of local ODMs, many of them have already accumulated decades of 

experiences in developing the products, no matter if it is designed for consumers or it is for enterprise 

application. However, to maintain competitiveness globally, ODMs are striving to seek directions 

toward the next 10 years. The innovation and integration policy can be a significant factor to determine 

the potential profit in the upcoming future. 
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5.1.2. Encourage companies to move partial production lines back to Taiwan 

This thesis talked about how the ODMs can extend the domain focus in order to bridge the gap between 

traditional ODM models and the brand companies, and also discussed the advantages of why the brand 

companies extended the investment of development centers to Taiwan. Once the ODMs can deepen the 

cooperation in the product development, the next question is where the design engineering team can do 

to shorten the development time. The quickest path can be to find a shortcut of the time spent on the 

pilot run engineering build and the validation works for the new products.  

 

In the past decade, while China still has the advantage of low operation cost, almost every ODMs set a 

couple of production sites in China. Some of them even gradually closed the production sites that are 

located in Taiwan. The operation models were transformed; that is, the main sales team and the design 

centers are still in Taiwan ODM headquarters, but the manufacturing moved to China. During the design 

development phase, the key engineering team from ODM and the brand company traveled to the 

manufacturing site to bring up the design in order to save the time spent on product shipment. Also, the 

factory has human resources and capability to adjust the design setting timely for the following batch 

production. However, moving the engineering teams from both parties is actually also resource 

consuming, which increases the travel cost (flight, transportation, hotel rooms), operation cost for the 

travel allowance etc. The reason why the companies still adopted this way is only because the final 

production cost that manufacturing in China can have cost efficiency benefit. 

 

Due to the Trade War, the original motivation and benefit to stay in China for mass production no more 

existed. Therefore, we start to see some reactions from the global companies. The ODMs in Taiwan 

adopted different approaches to respond to the change. Some are moving the production to South Asia, 

and some are moving the production back to Taiwan. This is the first time to see the big move in such a 
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short time in the past two decades. If those movements and the investments are able to come back to 

Taiwan, the change will not only enable more job opportunities locally, but also potentially motivates 

the global companies to stay in Taiwan and work with the local ODM companies more for the future 

works because of better collaboration efficiency. Thus, this can also boost the investment of global 

companies in the following years of planning. 

 

5.2. Continuously upgrade and develop talent capabilities 

Taiwan is renowned for the strength of its own engineering capabilities. This is not just because we have 

a good education system that educated the young generation to work for the technology industry. It is 

actually more effort for those talented engineers or related workforce to keep learning and upgrading 

themselves after entering their careers. For a holistic view, if there is a way to enhance capability and 

skills to the majority of the engineering people, then the quality of the general working force can be also 

improved. 

 

5.2.1. Career development program 

As discussed, the technology development trend evolves fast. No matter which sub-domain, the system 

integration design works are always critical and can affect the overall system stability and the 

performance in the end. Given that the design complexity is high, the system engineering actually needs 

engineers who have accumulated years of experience, so as to solve all kinds of problems. There is 

actually no education program that can offer this kind of training as a preparation for cross-domains 

expertise. 

 

However, there are many engineering people that focus on different sub-domains, like hardware, 

firmware, signal processing, and radio frequency design etc., who are sophisticated experts and always 
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able to ensure excellent design works in each sub-block. As those people are the key to reach product 

excellence, they may be the people to understand the product well, including the product advantage and 

its weakness. Then, the next thought is, what if the government can offer certain training programs, or 

on job education programs, to the engineers who are already experts in the domain knowledge that they 

are familiar with, to extend the knowledge and skills to other related domains. The idea is not to train 

them to become experts in other domains. It actually stimulated the talent to think out of the box while 

tackling the complex issues. 

 

Another way to enhance the talents’ capabilities is learning by doing. While doing the system design, 

making the plan is always based on the assumption, and the assessment to make the tentative decisions. 

There may be some cost for the trial and the experiments. This is not specific to the engineering works, 

but also can be applied into product planning and market planning. The government and the technology 

companies should encourage the employees to do the trial experiments by doing small projects and to 

adopt different approaches in solving the problems. By doing so, after accumulating enough design 

momentum, there will be more creative ideas for product innovations. 

 

5.3. Catch the opportunities of 5G or AI trend 

This is actually a big topic to discuss. Huang from NCCU [28] studied how 5G brings the innovation to 

existing server products and the marketing strategy changes accordingly in 2018. He also covered the 

details of how white-box servers can further expand the market share in the 5G era. Here I focused on 

the main factors that how the 5G cell phone technology and the artificial Intelligence can change the 

existing data center architecture, and how the opportunities can be grabbed from Taiwan ODMs. 
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Again, migrating from 4G to 5G technology [29], it not only improved the data rate speed, but also 

enhanced the data communication latency and the number of the device's connectivity. If only improving 

the data rate speed, maybe the existing data center can somehow handle requests well from end devices 

by only upgrading the Internet network. However, the latency requirement of serving the end devices 

the number of connectivity on a single cell tower, this has to be improved by the architecture change. 

That is, the response time from the server should be enhanced, which may need the upgrade of its front 

end storage to flash based devices. The CPU structures, its platform memory, and Ethernet chip solutions 

are also critical factors to influence the delay time. Thus, to fulfill the 5G performance target, the CPU 

suppliers, Intel and AMD, will definitely enhance the performance for this demand in the next generation 

product. This can boost the new demand in the following years. 

 

The AI related applications are expected to prosper much more starting from the 2020s. The computing 

data size can be increased exponentially. The main devices to run those applications would be GPU 

based servers and the AI edge computing server to speed up the computation. Going forward, the server 

demands that boost by the AI applications will gradually increase, and deploy to the data centers and 

cell tower operation rooms. 
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6. Conclusion 

In the 2020s, we are about to enter another technology era, led by computer artificial intelligence that 

can fundamentally change people's lives in many aspects. We expect to have a more efficient and 

convenient way to enjoy how the technology helps the people. To achieve that goal, firstly, the entire 

computing and networking infrastructure has to be enhanced and built to provide instant information 

access from the Internet, the core of the A.I. services. Since people right now rely more on the mobile 

phone as a personal computing element, the market of the traditional personal computer and the laptop 

can gradually shrink. However, even as mobile phone development keeps evolving, the computational 

power is still relatively lower than PC or laptop. It is also not realistic to let mobile phones stay at the 

high performance mode to compute all the data that users require.  

 

Thus, the solution to solve this problem is cloud computing. Although in some use case, the user actually 

send the complete data back to the cloud system, which run in the data center, to get the results, in most 

of cases, the cloud is a center that only provide a general instant but simplified models or data, that can 

be downloaded to the portable devices and provide user useful information by some short time 

computing. Thus, the models provided in the cloud have to be precise enough for majority use cases. 

This job has to be done remotely by servers or workstation. Because of the high cost of maintaining the 

private data center, more and more enterprises chose not having the private cloud; instead, they rent the 

computational and storage resources from the data center. The demand for cloud computing in the data 

center can keep growing.  

 

Having computational resources is not enough. In order to let the people enjoy the technology seamlessly, 

the data communication between mobile devices and the cloud data center has to be fast enough. This 
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can only be achieved by the communication speed improvement. 5G will be the best solution right now 

in this era. Obviously, the new communication technology will trigger the demands of the equipment 

upgrade. The demand for general purposes servers and the networking router systems will expect to 

boost in order to speed up the networking communication. 

 

Both key demands from data centers and 5G applications mentioned above are all required powerful 

servers to achieve the goals. In Taiwan, we are actually in a very good position to keep the momentum 

toward worldwide competitiveness and capture potential opportunities in the Server IT industry. While 

looking at the market shares in the industry, there is no direct indication that Taiwan can gain the benefit 

from it. In fact, the server ODMs in Taiwan are deeply involved in the global server market development 

and production because those top 5 server brand companies actually release the server production orders, 

or collaborate with the Taiwan ODMs to develop those server products. 

 

Another emerging trend is that the global tech giants, Google, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft, tend to 

start working on the ODM direct business model. In order to further improve the system performance 

by partial design optimization and reduce the cost of server procurement, the global tech giants approach 

the Taiwan server ODMs to do the co-develop of the servers that deploy to the data center. [30] The top 

5 Taiwan technology ODM companies maintained work relationships with those global companies 

closely, and are able to provide the services and ship products with shorter lead times. 

 

To summarize, there are opportunities for the ODMs to grow in the product area they cultivated a long 

time, where the profit is originally higher than the profit by working with consumer products. The 

product difference while working on the server products or the consumer electronics is around 10% vs. 

3%, respectively. Nowadays, because of the high quality and rich engineering talents in Taiwan, many 
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global companies keep increasing their investment here. Meanwhile, they continuously worked with 

their long-time partners, ODMs from Taiwan, to fulfill their future development needs by ODM direct, 

which further boosted the profit margin, which is expected to be 15~20%. 

 

Although at this moment we are less worried about the current situation and global competitiveness to 

the Taiwan IT industry, the entire industry and the government still have to work on the planning and 

invest in the software platform related application that can be critical toward industrial development and 

transforming for next decade. The technology trend always changes fast, only if we can prepare in 

advance, then the entire Taiwan IT industry is likely to keep its leading position globally. 
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